
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

inventsomething@live.com

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

5-8-14 Neutron stars! They’re ultra-dense, gravitationally... 

Gravity is 7 trillion time stronger than Gravity on Earth! 

They spin like at top at 48K times a second. 

5-8-14 Clinton's are ultra-dense, Gravity of Fiery Cop Car 

Wrecks World Wide and were are we now Today on the Front 

page of the NY Times... The Monica Lewinsky Scandal: Where 

Are They Now? 

5-8-14 Clinton's are Ultra-Dense... buried in Riyadh... 100 

fiery Cop Car Wrecks! World Wide! 

5-8-14 The Eradication of the "Virus" from Earth at Sunset 

Celebration in Key West... 

5-8-14 The Eradication of "Head On Collisions" + All Fiery 

Crash + Burn Wrecks World Wide... 

5-8-14 Ultra-Dense Inventing of the Next Miracle Cure or 

Discovery... Picasso painting fetches $31 million in NY 

auction Pablo Picasso's 1932 oil painting \"Le Sauvetage\" 

sold at auction for more than $31 million after a bidding 

war at Sotheby's. WAR... the Movie Surviving Picasso is also a 

good title for Surviving the Holocaust II with no new Art... 
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good title for Surviving the Holocaust II with no new Art... 

every time Picasso gets a new wife! Every Time we get a new 

wife we get "Fueled" by God's best Invention, Women! So it 

time Allah and Moslems who don't let the wife drive them to 

New Inventions + Miracle Cures, Discoveries go to 1 wife and 

the USA goes to 4 wives with a prenuptial to work on 1,001 

Invention Projects spelled out and preinstalled in MacBook 

Air... the new one! Picasso’s 1932 painting “Le Sauvetage 

(Rescue),” depicting female figures inspired by Picasso’s 

young lover Marie-Therese Walter pulling each other from 

the water. 

5-8-14 H @ -254 C 1 Trillion NASA Made Cans for "Rescue" 

pulling each other from the water, clean water to drink and 

clean fuel to burn in cars... Nobel Nitro invention for H and 

no exploding tanks! All this and 1,001 other invention 

project were lost to Humanity by Bill + Melinda in Win 8.2 

fix! 

5-8-14 Neutron stars, the extraordinarily dense stellar 

bodies created when massive stars collapse, are known to 

host the strongest magnetic fields in the universe — as much 

as a billion times more powerful than any man-made 

electromagnet. But some neutron stars are much more 

strongly magnetized than others. 

5-8-14 Obama must have been on a trip to Alpha Centauri 

and just returned to give a Jewish News Alert on the 

Holocaust... New Ultra Dense Poison Gasoline Exhaust 

Holocaust II has not caught up with Obama on ABC News... 

Light Years from Saint Jude Childrens Cancer Hospital for 

Poisoned Children with Cancer... wow! Obama: Turn 'Never 

Forget' into 'Never Again' USA TODAY - ?1 hour ago? 

President Obama praised a foundation Wednesday that 

collects testimonies from Holocaust survivors, saying they are 

sending a warning to the future. 

5-8-14 Ultra Dense George Orwell CIA... Holocaust II Poison 

Gasoline Exhaust testimonies from Holocaust II... only at CIA 

HQ stamped Secret like Gregs Secret File one Observers LEAK... 

Mr Buell and his Wind Car... 1980 invention! This is still 

Secret to Obama at the Holocaust I convention! 
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5-8-14 Angelina Jolie has revealed she is Ultra-dense, I keep 

telling her Greg would have gotten a RxCure for Breast 

Cancer on the 1980 Winds of Euphoria over the 1980 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort. UNICEF would not exist today 

and all the kids surrounding Angelina Jolie on the NBC 

Nightly News would all be grads of Yale, Harvard, or some 

Junior Collage... really! Parasite Burden and Severity of 

Malaria in Tanzanian Children B.P. Gonçalves and Others | 

N Engl J Med 2014;370:1799-1808 Free Full Text... Full Text 

Free of Angelina Jolie's LEAK of everything except the 

suppression of the 1980 Model ElectricWindmillFord Escort, 

will the 100 moms who daughters are not going to be in a 

new movie because they were left in a hot car to die... go to 

Angelina's + her Daughters new Movies? 

5-8-14 Brain noise found to nurture synapses.. A study has 

shown that a long-overlooked form of neuron-to-neuron 

communication called miniature neurotransmission plays 

an essential role in the development of synapses. 

5-8-14 Gravity developments dissected... Yale Physics, Yale 

Med, magnetized super dense neurons + brain synapses 

nurtured, time to rewrite the Physics Textbooks published by 

Yale! 

5-8-14 Time to rewrite the prenup... Kim Kardashian and 

Kanye West reportedly can't get married because their 

prenup agreement is still being hashed out. Sources 

connected with Kim and Kanye have told TMZ that the 

prenup won't be signed until next week... October 2007, 

Florida became a part of the Uniform Premarital Agreement 

Act that enforces strict guidelines to promote consistency in 

prenuptial agreements from state to state. In short, the Act 

details what can be included in a prenup and what is 

enforceable by law... 24/7 Brainstorming Sessions for 7 days 

will be in Gregs Premarital Agreement, will she sign this? 

5-8-14 MIT is Ultra-Dense, we Greg and 1 Trillion Observers 

in our George Orwell Society want the Los Alamos Computer 

Simulate of 13 Billion Years before the Big Bang, not 13 

Billion Years after the Big Bang as the Before the Big Bang 

Computer Simulation by MIT will get a "Bang" out of our 
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Computer Simulation by MIT will get a "Bang" out of our 

1984 society goings-on! Computer simulation of the universe 

shows 13 BILLION years of cosmic ... Illustris was developed 

over 5 years by a team led by Mark Vogelsberger of 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology; The numerical-based 

model covers the evolution of the universe beginning just 12 

million years after the Big Bang; It recreates galaxy 

clusters, ... 

5-8-14 Polio Virus and WHO is Ultra-Dense on the A 45-year-

old Filipina nurse working in Saudi Arabia has died of 

Middle East Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV), 

the third Filipino to perish from the disease. Before the latest 

fatality, two other Filipinos in Saudi Arabia had died from 

the virus – buried in Riyadh... 100 fiery Cop Car Wrecks! 

5-8-14 Yale Research Shows People with a Mental Illness are 

More Likely to Smoke... Yale researchers from the Yale School 

of Medicine, smokers with mental illness consume nearly half 

of all cigarettes in the United States, despite making up a 

substantially smaller proportion of the population. 

Researchers and policy makers are increasingly calling 

attention to this important public health issue, and this 

study helps point to a need for interventions and policy that 

directly help individuals with mental illness quit smoking. 

Carolyn Mazure of Yale also contributed to the study. 

5-8-14 Need for YALE Dr. Kerry, Dr. McCain, Dr. Bush Sr. Dr. 

Hillary, Dr. Clintons, Dr. Coors, Dr Chaney... interventions 

and policy that directly help individuals with mental illness 

quit smoking... CVS PROHIBITION... USA prohibition on 

tobacco nation wide after the coup... for the 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort is a sure thing! 

5-8-14 Defy Expectations... 1 Trillion iMacPro with built in 

iPhone007s for everyone... asap 
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